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A remarkable Labor rupee with a new couplet of Nur Jahan, was published in N. S. V, § 34.
Various denominations of silver largesse money issued from Labor—the nisar, the Tchair qabul, and the nur afshan.
On Jahangir's death, rupees were struck at Labor by the claimant Dawar Bakhsh, or Bulaqi, son of Jahangir's eldest son Khusru. Four of these are known to exist, one In the British Museum, and three In private Collections. In the same year, A. h. 1037, issued the rupee of Shah Jahan, in the British Museum, which contains his pre-accesslon name of Khurram. This coin is apparently still unique. The silver coins of Shah Jahan call for little comment. They begin with the Kalima type on which Labor is called Daru-s-saltanat, and this is succeeded by the usual Kalima-Ilahi type. The c square areas' type was established by the sixth year. On all except the earliest type,, the mint-name appears without any epithet. Nisars are known in both gold and silver. Shah Jahan's gold coins of Labor mint are rare.
The coins of Aurangzeb are monotonous in their uniformity. The rupees at first exhibit the gold couplet—I.M.CaL, No, 1415—but this soon gives way to the usual silver couplet. However, It seems to have been revived at odd times—see Coin No. 1840, There is a gold couplet rupee in the British Museum bearing dates 1109, 42 E. The gold coins of Aurangzeb are very rare. On all these the name of the mint comes at the top, and is now and afterwards accompanied by its epithet of Daru-s-saltanat JOTisars and legal drachms are known. Copper coins are not uncommon,
The coins of Labor after Aurangzeb present no special features of interest. They are known in both gold and silver of all the succeeding emperors as far as 'Alamglr II, with tbe exception of Jahandar, of whom only rupees have been found* Coin No. 2554 is of a newly discovered type of Muhammad Shah on which he calls himself Muhammad Shah Bahadur, thus anticipating the almost invariable use of that title by his successor Ahmad Shah. The Collection con-

